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5 Percent Love
Knorrig

5% love- new age romance song (all chords in 5th mode)

VERSE 1    INTRO- quick D, B, A, G x4 or so

D
I woke up in a daze,
       G                 Bb
the thought of you still swirling in my head
D
Your sweet scent stronger than purple haze
      G                               Bb
if one day passed without you, I d probably end up dead

D,B,A,G x2

D
Cynically yet expertively
G                         Bb
advice claims our time together will be short lived
D
But I love your no worry philosophy in no hurry
F#                       E
no fat ugly jaw spewing vulgar expletives now yea

CHORUS

B-G#-F#-E x4

B                        E(ii)
It seems so right when I m holding you
B             E
You know my love is true    x3

B                         E(ii)
It seems so right when I m holding you
A              G
yea baby you know my love is true

D-B-A-G x2

VERSE 2

D
If I had a canvas now
G                        Bb
I d paint you using the colours you create



D
You make the world around me seem pacifistic
G                      Bb
Laughing bodies without an ounce of hate

D-B-A-G x2

D
It s the beginning chapter of our beautiful story
G                          Bb
As we ascend the stair and go forth to the bed
D
I look and admire you in all your glory
F#                          E
Your bubbly yeasty body and creamy frothy head yea

CHORUS

BRIDGE

D-B-A-G x 3
F#-E

B-G#-F#-E x4 then played over line below twice

You know it feels so right, when I m holding you in my hand
A                           G
Your bright rays of sunshine beaming on my land

D-B-A-G x3 DDDDDD

OUTRO   Chord pattern, slower speed than chorus-
       D---C---G---Bb

3 Voices-

Voice 1 starts --- 5% love, its what we all should live for (repeat lots)

Voice 2 joins in ----- you can have 12 beers in one night but 12 girls makes you
tired (repeat lots)

Voice 3 joins in--beer beer beer beer beer beer beer beer beer beer

eventually all the voices end up going BEER BEER BEER BEER BEER BEER
BLURGGGGHHHHHH!!!!!!!!

enjoy :)


